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TELL BY HIS FUNERAL that Biggie Smalls was a. As Wallace lay in an open, extra-large
mahogany casket, dressed in a white .
5-4-2012 · The final details of pop icon Whitney Houston's Feb. 11 death provide a clearer
picture of the scene where the star was found face down in a water-filled. The film opens at a
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5-4-2012 · The final details of pop icon Whitney Houston's Feb. 11 death provide a clearer
picture of the scene where the star was found face down in a water-filled. 7-12-2012 · It has been
15 years since rapper Christopher Wallace, known as The Notorious B.I.G. or Biggie Smalls ,
was gunned down and killed in Los Angeles. Now. 15-8-2015 · It’s the place New York City’s
elite are dying to get into: Frank E. Campbell, the illustrious funeral home that has waked
everyone from Rudolph.
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